
Exercise 6 Minimization of Functions with Two Independent Vari-
ables

Implementing a two-dimensional minimization program is more complicated than a one-dimensional problem
like in the previous exercise, since the positions and first derivatives are vectors now. The prescription for
updating positions can be nicely expressed in matrix notation. For the steepest descent:(
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with ∆s the step size.

a) Create a new script which optimizes a linear molecule consisting of three atoms using steepest descent.
You will hence need to optimize two bond distances.

Instead of a single second derivative, a second partial derivative matrix (Hessian) with four components
must be calculated when using the Newton-Raphson method:
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Optimization then occurs through:

rnew = rold + H−1old · Fold

with F the force which −∂E
∂r .

b) Create another script which optimizes a linear molecule consisting of three atoms using Newton-Raphson.

c) How many iterations are needed for the algorithm to converge and why?

You have probably used an analytical expression for the Hessian. In reality, the Hessian is often calculated
numerically.

d) Make a new function in which you update the inverse Hessian (B) each iteration starting from the identity
matrix following the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell formula:
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with g(k) the gradient of the function at position in iteration k and ∆rk the change in the position between
iteration k + 1 and k. How many iterations do you need now?

Exercise 7 Nudge Elastic Band

In this exercise you’ll write a simple Nudge Elastic Band (NEB) routine in Matlab. The NEB is a method to
find a reaction path given the initial and the final state. The theory behind this method is described in Chapter
5 of the lecture notes.

You’ll need a script called calcPES.m, which calculates the potential energy and the force given a two
dimensional input vector. We will use this script to examine a possible potential energy surface.

a) Copy this script to your own directory.

b) Open MATLAB and generate two vectors x=[-5:0.1:7] and y=[-5:0.1:5]’ and a 121 matrix PES which
contains the energy at each x and y combination.

c) View the PES using the commands mesh or contour.

d) What are the stationary points (guess by eye): the two minima and the saddle-point?

e) Convert the script that you made in Exercise 6a using steepest decent for this PES and force. Find the
minima.
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f) We now want to find the reaction path going from one minimum to the other one. This is the mini-
mum energy route and crosses the first-order saddle point. Make a 12 × 2 matrix NEB that contains the
coordinates of the two minima and ten points in between.

g) Get the function plotNEB.m fand call this function to plot the PES together with the first NEB.

h) You can imagine the NEB as a kind of spring that connects the two minima and ultimately follows the
reaction path. For each point we now want to do an optimization, but keeping it connected to its two
neighboring points through a spring constant k. To achieve this we use an adjusted force:

Fnudged
i = F(Ri)|⊥ + Fs

i · τ̂‖τ̂‖

with the spring force

Fs
i ≡ ki+1(Ri+1 −Ri)− ki(Ri −Ri−1)

and the force perpendicular to the elastic band

F(Ri)|⊥ = −∇V (Ri) +∇V (Ri) · τ̂‖τ̂‖

where τ̂‖ is the tangent parallel the elastic band. The script calcNEB.m has already a basic outline for a
NEB calculation. Add the calculation for the forces and run the script.
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